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Abstract
A kind of parallel typed lambda calculus is presented based on the language and structure of
objects. The term “object” is used here in a sense di0erent from that related to the expression
“object-oriented language (programming)”. By “objects” here we mean any class of entities
which (a) are resource dependent and (b) combine to each other (via some 4tness relation) to
form more complex ones. Two operators,  and its dual 6, are used, and two operations, a binary
one, , for juxtaposition, and an n-ary one, |, for every n, for branching. The construct v:x
represents, roughly, a receiving scheme producing copies of x when fed with proper objects y
to 4ll the empty place v of x, while the dual construct 6y:z represents a sending scheme that
throws y out z in proper surroundings. The interaction of these two constructs takes place when
they are matched together by  and yields an exchange of resources in a way that preserves
the total amount of them. The calculus captures such notions as concurrency, interaction and
branching in a way analogous to that of (Berry and Boudol, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 96 (1992)
217–248; Boudol, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 351, Springer, Berlin, pp. 149–161)
[3,4], but with a quite di0erent meaning of the operations. What is described here is “situations”
of coexisting entities rather than computations, and resource-preserving transformations between
them. The terms are shown to have unique normal forms. Object structures that model the simple
theory of objects are extended here in suitable graph structures that provide sound and complete
semantics of the calculus. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
By “objects” we shall mean throughout any class of entities which (a) are resource
dependent and (b) combine to each other (via some speci4c 4tness relation) to form
more complex ones. One may think of them as “material” entities existing in time and
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consuming resources, in contrast to abstract, timeless entities of set theory. Therefore,
the theory of objects referred to here has very little in common, e.g. with M. Abadi and
L. Cardelli’s theory of primitive objects [5] and surely is not designed for applications
to programming. What then is its use?
Originally a formal study of the structure of objects was taken up in [7, 8] with the
purpose to treat philosophical questions concerning material objects and their identity
by logical means. Soon however it was made clear to the author that the behavior of
such objects obey rules which not long ago had been isolated by J.-Y. Girard as mere
syntax, namely linear rules. That material objects have their own logic (of existence and
change), and this is a fragment of linear logic, was shown in [9] where objects were
formally represented by multisets. So one can think of objects as the natural semantics
of the multiplicative part of linear logic, exactly as abstract sets is the natural boolean
semantics of classical logic.
In the present paper we extend the preceding idea to -calculus. Namely, if clas-
sical -calculus encodes the principles of formation and action of abstract functions,
how would a system of “material” transformations, respecting resource consumption
and 4tness conditions, look like? In fact a system of concurrent typed -calculus is
presented based on the language and structure of objects that captures parallely, inter-
action and branching. Two basic operators are used, a receiver  and a sender 6, and
two operations, a binary one “” for parallel existence (coexistence) and a binary one
“|” for branching existence. Since | is associative it can be generalized to an n-ary
operation t1| · · · |tn for every n. (v :x) represents an object x in which the empty place
v is activated, i.e., it is ready to receive as input an object y of the type of v. ( 6y :z)
on the other hand, represents an object z whose part y is activated, i.e., is ready to
leave z leaving behind an empty place v. These two constructs interact when matched
together by , i.e., when the term
(v :x  6y :z)
makes sense, and are transformed (reduced) to the term
(x[y=v] z[v=y]):
Thus, the basic reduction rule of our calculus is the following analog of 
-conversion:
(v :x  6y :z)= (x[y=v] z[v=y]):
The calculus has some points in common with that of [3] and especially [4], from
which the notational machinery is borrowed. However, it di0ers essentially in the se-
mantics and the properties of the operations. To be speci4c Boudol’s calculus is compu-
tational in character, while ours might be called “situational”, as it describes branching
situations of coexisting entities and their transformations. Our axioms and reduction
rules aim to capture resource-preserving transformations of such situations.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we outline the theory of objects.
Sections 3 and 4 contain the main material. Section 4 contains the formal systems o
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and o, the notions of reductions and the normalization results. Section 5 presents a
graph-theoretic semantics of these calculi and the soundness and completeness results.
2. The structure of objects
The language L of the formal theory of objects considered below will contain the
following symbols:
(1) Object variables x; y; z; : : : .
(2) Set variables X; Y; Z; : : : ranging over sets of objects.
(3) A binary relation symbol F for the 5tness relation.
(4) A binary (partial) operation symbol “·” for the assembly or plugging operation.
(5) A binary relation symbol Type for the predicate “x; y are of the same type”.
For simplicity we may write xy instead of x ·y. (This is what in [8, 7] is denoted
by x y:) The intended meaning of “·” is that whenever xy is de4ned and xy= z, then
z is the new object resulting by plugging together x and y.
We make free use of the concepts and notation of intuitive set theory including those
of natural numbers. Throughout m; n; k; i; j; : : : will range over positive integers.
Our intuition about objects draws mainly from the class of arti5cial objects (i.e.,
objects made by humans) rather than that of natural ones. (The reader can 4nd in
[8] an informal discussion about similarities and di0erences between natural and arti-
4cial objects.) This is reNected of course on the principles we adopt concerning their
behavior.
Below we introduce the axioms of objects, step by step, together with the relevant
notions involved and the necessary discussion.
(O1) xFy ⇔ (∃z)(xy= z):
The partiality of “·” stems of course from the fact that not any object 4ts (or
matches) with any other in order to produce a new entity. The assembly operation is
commutative,
(O2) xy=yx;
though not associative. Thus in general x(yz) = (xy)z.
Denition 1. x is said to be an immediate part of y; in symbols x¡0 y; if for some
z; y= xz :x is a proper part of y; if x¡y; where ¡ is the transitive closure of ¡0;
i.e., if there are objects z1; z2; : : : ; zn; for some n∈N; such that x¡0 z1¡0 · · ·¡0 zn¡0y.
Finally; x is a part of y; in symbols x6y; if x¡y or x=y. An object x is said to be
atomic or atom if it has no proper parts; i.e.; (∀y; z)(yz = x). Atom denotes the class
of atomic objects. We denote also by P(x) and Pa(x) the sets of parts and atomic parts
of x, respectively. The letters a; b; c; : : : ; range over atoms.
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Parthood of arti4cial objects is well founded. This is postulated by the principle
below:
(O3) There is no in5nite sequence · · ·¡xn¡ · · ·¡x1¡x0:
Proposition 2. x¡y→ x = y.
It follows from (O3) that every descending ¡-chain is 4nite and ends up with an
atomic object. On the other hand, it does not yet imply that the sets Pa(x) and P(x)
are 4nite. We have not excluded e.g. the possibility that for distinct pairs of objects
{ai; bi}; i∈N; aiFbi and aibi = ajbj. In such a case the atoms of x= a1 · b1 would
comprise all ai; bi, i∈N .
In [7, 8] we de4ned equality of artifacts in a rather restrictive way, namely xy= x′y′
i0 {x; y}= {x′; y′}. Here we shall be more liberal, allowing the same object to be
constructed in more than one ways, but always using the same atoms.
Denition 3. We say that the objects x; y overlap; if they have parts in common;
i.e.; P(x)∩P(y) = ∅. If P(x)∩P(y)= ∅ we say that x; y are parallel and write x‖y.
Overlapping objects share a number of parts. That means they are not independent
entities, hence they cannot coexist, since ontological independence is a prerequisite of
coexistence. A fortiori overlapping objects cannot 4t together in order to produce a
new object, since 4tting presupposes coexistence. Thus, we postulate
(O4) xFy⇒ x ‖y:
Let x¡y. By the de4nition of ¡, there is a 4nite sequence z1; : : : ; zn of objects (not
necessarily unique) such that
y=(: : : ((xz1)z2) : : :)zn:
The sequence z1; : : : ; zn is called an analysis of y over x. We might also have for the
same x; y, another analysis
y=(: : : ((xu1)u2) : : :)um:
Due to axiom (O4), the objects z1; : : : ; zn are not only distinct, but pairwise non-
overlapping, therefore every such analysis of y can be represented by a binary tree.
If we analyze further the parts x; z1; : : : ; zn above we obtain a full analysis of y and
a full binary tree corresponding to that. This tree is 4nitely branching (namely at most
doubly branching at each node) and each branch is 4nite according to axiom (O3).
Therefore, it is 4nite with all terminal nodes labelled by atoms. We shall call such a
tree, a full analysis tree of y.
Let T (x) be the set of full analysis trees of x, and for every t ∈T (x) let term(t) be
the set of atoms appearing at the terminal nodes of t:
(O5) x=y ⇔ (∀t1 ∈T (x))(∀t2 ∈T (y))(term(t1)= term(t2)):
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As an immediate consequence of (O5) we get:
Proposition 4. (i) For every t ∈T (x); term(t)=Pa(x).
(ii) Pa(x)=Pa(y)⇒ x=y.
(iii) The sets Pa(x) and P(x) are 5nite.
2.1. Copies: Object isomorphism vs. replaceability
There are two basic criteria for deciding whether two objects x; y are copies of one
another: either (a) by looking inwards, i.e., the internal structure of x; y, or (b) by
looking outwards, i.e., their ability to be mutually interchangeable as parts of larger
objects. In the 4rst case the criterion is structural, that is, the isomorphism of objects
as algebraic structures. In the second case, the criterion is operational, that is their
replaceability with respect to the 4tness relation. Both of them are incomplete and in
a sense supplementary. For instance it is easy to see that the second criterion does
not imply the former. Indeed, we can imagine two objects (xy) and z, of which the
4rst is made of the parts x; y, while the second is disposable (hence atomic), and yet
interchangeable in all assemblies. Furthermore, the operational criterion is relative; it
depends on the particular world in which x; y are contained and the availability of
other objects of which x; y may be parts.
On the other hand, the 4rst criterion cannot apply to atomic objects since they lack
structure. Thus we need a mixture of the two criteria. The decisive step is to determine
which atoms would be copies of one another. And this can be de4ned only in principle,
i.e., by a primitive notion of similarity, partitioning the class of atoms into types. This
is the intended meaning of the symbol Type(x; y).
(O6) Type(x; y) is an equivalence relation on atoms:
The equivalence class of a under Type is written Type(a), so Type(a; b) holds i0
Type(a)=Type(b).
Denition 5. The relation x∼=y (x; y are copies of each other), is de4ned as follows:
(a) If x; y are atoms then x∼=y i0 Type(x; y). (b) If x; y are non-atoms, x∼=y if
there is a bijection f :P(x)→P(y) such that f(a)∼= a for every atom a∈P(x) and
f(x1x2)=f(x1)f(x2) for x1; x2 ∈P(x).
Clearly ∼= is an equivalence relation that extends Type, i.e., Type⊆ ∼=, so we can
put also
Type(x)= {y: y ∼= x}
for the equivalence class of x under ∼=. Thus every universe M of objects satisfying
the axioms is a typed set and we can write TYPE1, TYPE2,: : : ; TYPEn for the basic
types of its atoms, i.e., the equivalence classes of Type on the atoms of M . We turn
now to replaceability. The precise formulation of this notion is a bit more intriguing.
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We have seen that if z1; : : : ; zn is an analysis of y over x, then no two of the objects
x; z1; : : : ; zn overlap. In order now for another object x′ to be able to replace x inside y,
it is clearly necessary to coexist or, at least, not to overlap with z1; : : : ; zn. We denote
this by x′ ‖ (y − x), i.e.,
x′ ‖ (y − x) := [P(x′) ∩ (P(y)− P(x)) = ∅]:
Denition 6. Let x¡y and x′ be given. We say that y[x′=x] exists if for every analysis
z1; : : : ; zn of y over x, the object (: : : ((x′z1)z2) : : :)zn is de4ned. So we let
y[x′=x] = (: : : ((x′z1)z2) : : :)zn:
We say that x is replaceable by x′ in y, in symbols Rep(x; x′; y), if either x ¡y or
x′ ‖ (y − x) or y[x′=x] exists. That is
Rep(x; x′; y) := [x¡y & x′ ‖ (y − x)⇒ (∃z)(z=y[x′=x])]:
Finally let
re(x; y) := (∀z)(Rep(x; y; z) & Rep(y; x; z)):
The primitive notion of type should obey some rules with respect to 4tness and
assembly and a natural such rule is the following:
(O7) (∀a; b∈Atom)(Type(a; b)⇒ re(a; b)):
The two notions of copy, the internal one based on isomorphism and the external
one based on replaceability, are comparable but not identical.
Proposition 7. (i) For all x; y; z; if x∼=y; x¡z and y ‖ (z − x); then z[y=x] exists.
(ii) For all x; y; x∼=y ⇒ re(x; y).
(iii) If xFy; x′∼= x and x′ ‖ y; then x′Fy and xy∼= x′y.
(iv) If x ∼= y; x¡z and y ‖ (z − x); then z[y=x]∼= z.
The converse of Proposition 7(ii) need not be true. Two objects may be mutually
replaceable without being copies of one another. In many practical situations the supply
of copies for each particular atomic part is unlimited. If we add this as a principle, we
can show that re(x; y) is transitive, hence an equivalence relation
(O8) (∀a∈Atom)(Type(a) is in5nite):
Proposition 8 ((O8)). (i) x∼=y & re(y; z)⇒ re(x; z).
(ii) re(x; y) is an equivalence relation.
2.2. Generalizing the assembly operation
In the preceding treatment of objects the restriction imposed was that every non-
atomic object has exactly two immediate parts, that is, every object is produced by
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combining only two pre-constructed objects at a time. One might consider this limi-
tation as unnecessary and propose instead that an object could be produced by simul-
taneous 4tting together 4nitely many parts. This has an impact only on the notion of
immediate part and not on that of part in general. In this case we would have to
replace the partial binary assembly operation · by a partial operation [x1x2 : : : xn] with a
4nite but un4xed number of arguments with the obvious intended meaning: Whenever
[x1 : : : xn] is de4ned, the object y= [x1 : : : xn] is the outcome of plugging together (at
one step) x1; : : : ; xn. Fitness is also extended to a relation F ⊆
⋃∞
n=1O
n, where O is
the class of objects. Intuitively F(x1; : : : ; xn) holds if {x1; : : : ; xn} is a subset of a set
{x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1; : : : ; xn+m} such that the object [x1 : : : xn+m] exists.
For a set X of objects put Pa(X )=
⋃{Pa(x): x∈X }. Write also ‖ (X ) if (∀x; y∈X )
(x ‖y). i.e., ‖ (X ) i0 the objects of X are pairwise disjoint.
If x= [x1 : : : xn], the xi’s are said to be immediate parts of x, notation xi ¡0 x, and
the transitive closure of ¡0 is the parthood relation ¡. In most cases the object-
notation mentioning the objects {x1; : : : ; xn} can be replaced by set-notation employing
the symbol X denoting the preceding set. So if X = {x1; : : : ; xn} we can write [X ]
instead of [x1 : : : xn]. Also, the notation [xX ] has the obvious meaning. Given x¡y,
the analysis of y over x has now the form
y= [[: : : [[xz11 : : : z1k1 ]z21 : : : z2k2 ] : : :]zn1 : : : znkn ]
or, putting Zi = {zi1; : : : ; ziki}, i6n, and using the set-notation, the preceding equation
is written
y= [[: : : [[xZ1]Z2] : : :]Zn]:
Also we write F(X ) for the 4tness relation, etc.
The analysis trees of x are de4ned again in the obvious way. The only di0erence is
that these trees are not binary, but general 4nite. The axioms (O1)–(O8) cited above
now take the following form.
(GO1) F(X ) ⇔ (∃y)(y= [X ]):
(GO2) [x1 : : : xn] = [xf(1) : : : xf(n)]
for every permutation f of {1; : : : ; n}.
(GO3) ¡ is well founded :
(GO4) F(X )⇒‖ (X );
(GO5) x=y ⇔ (∀t1 ∈T (x))(∀t2 ∈T (y))(term(t1)= term(t2)):
T (x) is again the set of full analysis trees of x. The relations x∼=y, Rep(x; y; z) and
re(x; y) are also de4ned as before with the obvious adjustments. For example x∼=y if
there is a bijection f :P(x) → P(y) such that f(a)∼= a for every atom a∈P(x), and
f([x1 : : : xn])= [f(x1) : : : f(xn)].
(GO6) Type(x; y) is an equivalence relation on atoms:
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(GO7) (∀a; b∈Atom)(Type(a; b)⇒ re(a; b)):
(GO8) (∀a∈Atom)(Type(a) is in5nite):
3. Calculus of objects. The formal systems o and o
In this section we assume familiarity of the reader with the fundamentals of classical
-calculus, of type theory and typed -calculus. Excellent references for these subjects
are [1, 2], respectively. The main advantage of dealing with objects instead of arbitrary
computations or events lies in the use of copies. For each object x the class of copies
of x behaves like a type. As we have seen in Section 2.1, this is the equivalence class
of x with respect to ∼=, i.e., Type(x)= {y: y∼= x}. We shall assume that each type
contains also empty places denoted by variables v; u; : : : and we write v∈Type(x) or
x∼= v or Type(x)=Type(v) for the fact that v is of Type(x). Empty places 4t to each
other and to objects and take part in composite constructs just like objects. Objects,
empty places as well as entities resulted by the combination of the latter under [· · ·]
will be referred to as concrete terms or just “objects” and are denoted also by the
letters x; y; z. We have also non-concrete terms. These will be 4rst
v :x and 6x:y
for any concrete terms x; y and any variable v. Next for any terms t; s such that t ‖ s,
i.e. Pa(t) ∩ Pa(s) = ∅; t  s is a term, and for any terms t; s, t|s is a term.
For concrete terms x; y, the parthood relation x¡y is de4ned in the obvious way.
Now the intended meaning of the preceding terms is as follows:
• v :x: In x the empty place v (if contained) is activated and is ready to receive an
object of the same type.
• 6x:y: In y the part x (if contained) is activated and is ready to be thrown away
leaving an empty place of the same type.
• t  s: Juxtaposition of the coexistent entities t and s (conjunction).
• t|s: A branching situation: exactly one of the t; s can be present (exclusive disjunc-
tion).
 and 6 notation are adopted from Milner’s calculus [6], used also by Boudol in
his concurrent -calculus [4]. We shall refer to them as binders or activators and their
role is to activate reception and leaving, respectively.
The operations ; | are also taken from [4] but their meanings here and there cannot
be compared since Boudol deals with dynamic processes whereas we deal with static
situations of existent objects. Worse, a comparison of the two approaches might con-
fuse the reader because the meaning assigned to certain notions in the two contexts
are rather contradictory. For example, in [4, p. 151], Boudol says: “: : : p|q consists
in juxtaposing of p; q without any communication wire between them. This operator
represents concurrency. The second construct, denoted p  q and called cooperation,
consists in plugging together p and q – up to termination of one of them”. In con-
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trast, as explained above, we denote juxtaposition by  rather than | and we use the
word “concurrency” as synonymous to “parallely”, a notion attributed to objects con-
nected by . t|s here indeed implies non-communication but this is a result of their
incompatibility, i.e., their non-coexistence.
Having 4xed the above meanings to  and |, (as “and” and “exclusive or”, respec-
tively) let us come to the precise formalization.
Though the binary case is more intuitive and its notation is much closer to the famil-
iar lambda formalism, we shall prefer for reasons of economy to treat the generalized
(4nitary) case from which the binary calculus follows as a subcase.
I. Language. The language Lo of the intended calculus practically extends the lan-
guage L of objects (see Section 2), although Lo is not a logical language but an
operational one. It consists of:
(a) A set of types To= {(; ); : : :}, usually 4nite. A subset Toa of To containing atomic
types denoted by the letters *; 
; +; : : : .
(b) A relation symbol F for type 5tness and a function symbol [· · ·] for type compo-
sition. The same symbols F and [· · ·] will be used also for 4tness and composition
of terms.
(c) A countable collection V (= {v(0; v(1; : : :} of variables for each type (. v(i range over
concrete terms of type (. As a rule, however, neither the subscripts i nor the
superscripts ( appear in practice. Instead we use the simpli4ed notation v; u; w; : : : ;
assuming that each such variable has a prescribed type.
(d) A countable collection of constants a*i ; i¿1 for each type *, denoting atoms of
type *.
(e) The operators ; 6.
(f) The binary operations  and |.
II. Types and their axioms. The set of types To is given together with a structure on
it, namely [· · ·] is a mapping from certain subsets of To into To and we write [(1 · · · (n]
for the composite type if [· · ·] is de4ned at {(1; : : : ; (n}. The atomic types of *; 
; : : :
of Toa are just the non-composite ones. The fact that [(1 · · · (n] exists is expressed also
via F by writing F((1; : : : ; (n). That is, F is the domain of [· · ·].
The following axioms concerning type composition and 4tness are accepted:
F((1; : : : ; (n) ⇔ (∃))()= [(1 · · · (n]): (T1)
[(f(1) · · · (f(n)] = [(1 · · · (n] (T2)
for every permutation f of {1; : : : ; n}.
(= ) ⇔ MAtom(()=MAtom()); (T3)
Where MAtom(() is the multiset of atomic subtypes of (. (T1) and (T2) are obvious.
(T3) warrants that two objects assembled by the same atoms in di0erent ways, and
hence being identical according to axiom (GO5), have also identical types.
III. Terms. Next we come to terms. The concrete terms de4ned below are the syn-
tactic analogs of objects.
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Denition 9. The set oc of concrete terms and their types are de4ned inductively as
follows:
(a) Every variable v( and every constant a* are in oc . Moreover, Type(v
()= ( and
Type(a*)= *.
(b) Suppose x1; : : : ; xn ∈oc and Type(xi)= (i. Then [x1 · · · xn]∈oc i0 F((1; : : : ; (n) and
xi ‖ xj for all i = j. Moreover,
Type([x1 · · · xn])= [Type(x1) · · ·Type(xn)]:
We say that the concrete terms x1; : : : ; xn 5t and write F(x1; : : : ; xn), if [x1 · · · xn] is
a term.
The letters x; y; z : : : will range over concrete terms. Clearly, concrete terms intend
to represent objects as well as entities resulting from them if we replace any number
of their parts by empty places (variables). So 4tness makes sense only for this kind of
terms and not for the entire o de4ned next. The letters t; s; r, etc., range over arbitrary
terms.
Denition 10. The set o of terms and the set Subtrm(t) of subterms of t for each t,
are de4ned inductively by the following clauses:
(a) oc ⊆o. For each x∈oc , if x= [x1 · · · xn], then
Subtrm(x)= Subtrm(x1)∪ · · · ∪ Subtrm(xn)∪{x}:
(b) For any t; s∈o such that Subtrm(t)∩ Subtrm(s)= ∅, t  s∈o, and Subtrm
(t  s)= Subtrm(t)∪ Subtrm(s)∪{t  s}.
(c) For any t; s∈o, t|s is a term and
Subtrm(t|s)= Subtrm(t)∪ Subtrm(s)∪{t|s}:
(d) For every concrete x and any variable v, v:x is a term, and
Subtrm(v:x)= Subtrm(x)∪{v:x}:
(e) For any concrete terms x; y 6x:y is a term, and
Subtrm( 6x:y)= Subtrm(y)∪{ 6x:y}:
Denition 11. A variable v occurs free in a term t if v is not in the scope of an
operator v. Otherwise occurs bound. We denote by FV (t) the set of free variables
of t.
Non-concrete terms will be also called ideal. Note that since, by De4nition 9, every
variable v occurs at most once in a concrete term, the graphs of its parts are trees
again, called analysis trees. A minor di0erence between concrete terms and objects is
that every variable occurring in x, no matter what its type is, is an atomic part. We
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keep denoting y¡x, y6x and y ¡0 x for the facts that y is a proper part, a part and
an atomic part of x, respectively.
Two terms are said to be parallel and we denote t ‖ s if Subtrm(t)∩ Subtrm(s)= ∅.
Otherwise they are overlapping. The set X of terms is parallel, notation ‖ (X ), if the
terms of X are pairwise parallel. As follows from De4nition 10, t  s makes sense
only if t ‖ s. Sometimes we express this fact by saying that t  s is “legal”.
IV. Substitution. Substituting a concrete term x for the free variable v in t will be
denoted as
t[x=v]:
This has the meaning of 4lling the empty place v in t by the entity x. The reverse
operation of evacuating a place in t occupied by x is also meaningful and will be
denoted
t[v=x];
where v is a new variable not occurring in t. These operations are subject to the
conditions imposed by the construction of concrete terms (see De4nition 9) that concern
4tness.
Denition 12 (Substitution). (1) For a concrete term y and a variable v, y[x=v] is
de4ned as follows: Let Type(v)∈To, v6y and
y= [[· · · [[vX1]X2] · · ·]Xn]
be the analysis of y over v, where Xi are sets of concrete terms. If Type(x)=Type(v)
and [[· · · [[xX1]X2] · · ·]Xn] is a concrete term, then
y[x=v] = [[· · · [[xX1]X2] · · ·]Xn]:
Otherwise
y[x=v] =y:
(2) For non-concrete t we have the following clauses:
(a) (t1 t2)[x=v] = t1[x=v] t2[x=v], if t1[x=v] ‖ t2[x=v]. Otherwise (t1 t2)[x=v] = t1 t2.
(b) (t1| · · · |tn)[x=v] = t1[x=v]| · · · |tn[x=v].
(c) (u:y)[x=v] = u:y[x=v], provided u =∈FV (x). (We express this by saying that x is
free for v in u:y.)
(d) ( 6y:z)[x=v] = 6y:z[x=v].
The evacuation t[v=x] of x in t is de4ned similarly, taking care only that v does not
occur in t and Type(v)=Type(x).
In the sequel, it goes without saying that in every substitution t[x=v], x is free for v
in t.
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Equality of terms follows either from syntactic conventions called syntactic equiva-
lences or from axioms expressing semantic equivalence. We denote the former relation
by “≡” and the latter by “=”.
V. Syntactic equivalence. First we adopt the ordinary syntactic conventions aiming
to simplify notation. For example the operators  and 6 are associated to the left,
that is
v1 · · · vn:x ≡  v˜:x≡ v1:(v2:(· · · (vn:x) · · ·)) (1)
and
6x1 · · · xn:y ≡ 6 x˜:y≡ 6x1:( 6x2:(· · · ( 6xn:y) · · ·)): (2)
Another convention is
6x:x≡ 6x: (3)
Further, as an extension of axiom (GO5) we have the following convention: Two
concrete terms containing the same subterms are identical. In symbols
x≡y ⇔ P0(x)=P0(y) (identity)
for any concrete x; y.
VI. Axioms for term equality. A basic axiom is 
o-conversion. To state it with
suRcient precision let us give the following de4nition:
Denition 13. A term of the form v:x  6y:z is said to be a machine. The machine
v:x  6y:z is said to be active if (i) v6x, (ii) y6z and (iii) Type(v)=Type(y).
Otherwise it is called inactive.
Equality Axioms:
v:x  6y:z= x[y=v] z[v=y] (
o-conversion)
(provided the machine v:x  6y:z is active).
t  s= s t (-commut:)
t|s= s|t (|-commut:)
v:x= x (if v =∈FV (x)) (void receiver)
6x:y=y (if x 6y) (void sender)
t1|(t2|t3)= (t1|t2)|t3 (|-assoc.)
t|t= t (|-idempot.)
t  (s1|s2)= (t  s1)|(t  s2) (-distrib)
t|v= t  v= t (for every v =∈FV (t)) (-conversion)
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Remarks. (1) In order for v:x  6y:z to be active, it must, 4rst, be legal, that is,
v:x ‖ 6y:z, hence also x ‖ z. From this it follows immediately that x[y=v] ‖ z[v=y], hence
x[y=v] z[v=y] is legal too. Therefore 
o-conversion is a transformation that preserves
parallely.
(2)  is not associative. The reason is that parentheses is the only means to denote
interaction, so they cannot be dropped as associativity requires. E.g. the terms (v:x
u:y) 6z1: z and v:x  ( 6z1: z  u:y) are clearly distinct.
Let
o= {
o-conver., void rec., void send., |-assoc., |-idempot., -distr.}
and
o= o ∪{-conversion}:
If t= s is provable in o we write o  t= s. If t= s is provable in o we write
o t= s.
VII. Reduction. The de4nitions below follow the terminology of [1].
Denition 14. A notion of reduction on o is a binary relation R⊆o×o such that
for any concrete terms t; t′;
t≡ t′⇒ (t; t′)∈R:
Every such R induces the binary relations −→R (one step R-reduction);  R (R-
reduction) and =R (R-equality) as follows: −→R is the compatible closure of R,
i.e.:
(1) (t; t′)∈R⇒ t−→R t′.
(2) t−→R t′⇒ (t  s)−→R (t′  s).
(3) t−→R t′⇒ (t|s)−→R (t′|s).
The relation  R is the transitive and re<exive closure of −→R, while =R is the
equivalence relation generated by  R.
Denition 15. A relation R is substitutive if for any terms t; s; any concrete x and any
variable v,
(t; s)∈R⇒ (t[x=v]; s[x=v])∈R:
Lemma 16. If R is substitutive so are −→R;  R and =R.
Proof. By easy induction on the steps of de4nitions of the relations in question.
Given the notion of reduction R, R-redexes, R-contracta, R-normal terms and R-
normal forms are de4ned as usual (see [1]).
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The notions of reduction we shall be mainly interested here are 
o and 
o. The
crucial rule in 
o-reduction is the transformation of the machine
(v:x  6y:z);
whenever it is active, to
x[y=v] z[v=y]:
Denition 17. The relation 
o⊆o×o consists of the following pairs (for readability
we write t−→
 s instead of (t; s)∈ 
o):
(1) If x is concrete, then for every t,
x−→
 t ⇔ x≡ t:
(2) If v:x  6y:z is active, then (v:x  6y:z)−→
 (x[y=v] z[v=y]).
(3) t1 | (t2|t3)−→
 t1|t2|t3.
(4) t | t|s−→
 t|s.
(5) t  (s1|s2)−→
 (t  s1)|(t  s2).
(6) (v:x)−→
 x, if v 6x.
(7) ( 6x:y)−→y, if x 6y.
The relation 
o extends 
o containing in addition the pairs
(8) t  v−→
 t and
(9) t|v−→
 t,
for any term t and any variable v (provided of course that t  v is legal).
Theorem 18. For any two terms t; s∈o;
t= 
 s ⇔ o  t= s
and
t= 
 s ⇔ o  t= s:
Proof. The proof is easy but tedious. For the ⇒-directions we use induction on the
de4nitions of  
 and  
, while for the ⇐-directions we use induction on the length
of the proof of t= s.
Lemma 19. The relation 
o; and hence −→
;  
; =
; are substitutive.
Proof. We have to check the seven kinds of pairs contained in 
o. We just check the

o-rule the other being trivial. Recall that according to De4nition 12(2.c), (u:x)[y=v]
= u:[y=v] only if u 6y. Assume
(v:x  6y:z)−→
 (x[y=v] z[v=y]) (4)
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(the machine being active), and let us verify that for any variable w and any concrete
term p, free for w in the above terms:
(v:x  6y:z)[p=w]−→
 (x[y=v] z[v=y])[p=w]: (5)
Subcase (i): w occurs neither to x nor to z. Then, clearly, the redexes and the
contracta in (4) and (5) are identical.
Subcase (ii): w¡x and w¡ z. Since p is free for w in x it follows
(v:x  6y:z)[p=w] = (v:x[p=w] 6y:z):
Then, clearly, the last machine is active, therefore
(v:x[p=w] 6y:z)−→
 x[p=w; y=v] z[v=y]:
The other subcases are similar.
We come now to de4ne 
o and 
o-normal forms. For simplicity, we say just normal
instead of 
o-normal, and -normal instead of 
o-normal.
Denition 20. A term t is said to be simple if it is |-free. A simple term is normal if
it does not contain:
(a) any active machine (v : x 6y : z),
(b) any subterm of form v : x with v x,
(c) any subterm 6x:y with xy.
t is -normal if in addition it does not contain
(d) any subterm of the form (s v).
A term t is disjunctive if t=(t1| · · · |tn) for n¿2. The disjunctive term (t1| · · · |tn) is
expandable if at least one of the ti’s is also disjunctive. (t1| · · · |tn) is contractible if
for some i; j6n, ti ≡ tj.
The term t is normal (resp. -normal) if either t is normal simple (resp. -normal
simple), or t=(t1| · · · |tn), where ti are normal simple (resp. -normal simple) terms
and (t1| · · · |tn) is neither expandable nor contractible.
We say that the term t′ is a normal form (nf ) (resp. -normal form (-nf )) of t if
t′ is a normal term (resp. -normal term) and t 
 t′ (resp. t 
 t′).
Theorem 21 (Existence of nfs). Every term t has a nf and a -nf.
Proof. It suRces to describe an algorithm for reducing a term t to a normal one t′.
The steps of such an algorithm are as follows:
(A) Expand t if t is disjunctive, as well as every disjunctive subterm of t, to a non-
expandable disjunctive term (i.e., a maximal disjunctive) using step 3 of De4nition
17 as many times as necessary, and let t1 be the resulting term.
(B) Contract t1, if it is disjunctive, as well as every disjunctive subterm of t1, to a non-
contractible term (i.e., a minimal disjunctive) using step 4 of the same de4nition
repeatedly, and let t2 be the resulting term.
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(C) Replace in t2 every subterm of the form s (r1| · · · |rn) by (s r1)| · · · |(s rn),
by the help of step 5 of the aforementioned de4nition, and repeat until all such
subterms are eliminated.
(D) Let t3 = (s1| · · · |sm) be the term resulting from step (C). It is easy to see that
all si are simple and t3 is neither expandable nor contractible. Thus it suRces to
normalize each si by reducing every active machine they contain and replacing
every v:x such that v x by x, and every 6 y:z such that y z by z.
If t4 is the resulting term, clearly, t4 is normal. In order to get a -normal term,
it suRces to make one more step:
(E) If t4 = (r1| · · · |rm), 4rst eliminate every ri such that ri = v for some variable v,
and second, inside the remaining rj’s replace every subterm (p v) by p.
The resulting term t5 is -normal.
Theorem 22 (Uniqueness). Every term has a unique normal and a unique -normal
form.
Proof. We have to show that all normalization algorithms lead to the same normal
form. But from the de4nition of normal forms it is clear that every such algorithm
must consist of steps (A)–(D) or (A)–(E) above. These steps are independent, so two
algorithms can di0er only in the order in which they execute the above steps. Thus
one has to verify that the algorithms, e.g. ABCD and BCDA when applied to a term
t give the same normal output t′. This veri4cation is trivial and tedious and is left to
the patient reader.
In classical -calculus uniqueness of R-nfs is shown through the Church–Rosser (CR
or diamond) property for R: If t R t1 and t R t2, then there exists a term t3 such
that t1 R t3 and t2 R t3. The converse is trivially true: Uniqueness of R-nfs implies
that R has the CR-property. It implies also the consistency of the calculus.
Corollary 23. (i) For any two terms t; s, o  t= s (resp. o  t= s) i= t; s have a
common normal (resp. -normal) form.
(ii) The notions of reduction 
o and 
o are CR.
(iii) The theories o and o are consistent.
4. Graph-theoretic semantics
In this section we provide an interpretation of the terms of o in terms of graphs that
renders true the axioms of o. The graphs in question are de4ned over object structures.
An object structure (o.s.) is a quadruple M =(|M |; [: : :]M , FM ;TypeM ), where |M | is
a set whose elements are called “objects”, [: : :]M is a partial operation from the set
|M |¡! of 4nite subsets of |M | into |M |, FM is the domain of [· · ·] and TypeM is an
equivalence relation on |M |, such that M satis4es axioms (GO1)–(GO8). Overlined
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letters 6x; 6y; 6z range over elements of |M |. Parthood, P(6x), Pa(6x) (the sets of parts and
atomic parts of 6x, respectively), etc., are de4ned as usual. In particular, the letters 6a; 6b; 6c,
often with subscripts, denote atoms of M . The notations Type(6x; 6y), Type(6x)=Type( 6y)
and 6x ∼= 6y are equivalent. The letters 6(; 6) etc. range over equivalence classes of Type.
In particular, we denote by 6*; 6
; 6+ equivalence classes of atoms. By (GO8), every class
6* is (countably) in4nite, so we can 4x enumerations 6*= { 6a1; 6a2; : : :}, 6
= { 6b1; 6b2; : : :}
for all these types.
Further we require |M | to contain, beside the usual objects, empty places. These
will be denoted by overlined variables 6v; 6u; 6w and will take part in the formation of
other objects. Hence we allow objects to contain empty places among their parts. At
syntactic level empty places can be introduced by a new unary predicate V added to
the language L of objects, and at semantic level by a set 6V ⊆ |M | added to the structure
of M , containing the places 6v; 6u; : : :. Also two additional axioms (V1), (V2) will be
added to (GO1)–(GO8). From the point of view of parthood empty places behave like
atoms, but their types may be non-atomic. Not only this but we shall assume that for
every object 6x there is an abundance of empty places of the type of 6x. Thus we add
to (GO1)–(GO8) the following principles in the language L(V ):
(V1) (∀v∈V ) (∀x) (x6v⇒ x= v)
and
(V2) (∀x) ({v∈V : v ∼= x} is in4nite):
Henceforth by an object structure (o.s.) we shall mean a quintuple
M =(|M |; [· · ·]M ; FM ;TypeM ; 6V );
satisfying axioms (GO1)–(GO8), (V1) and (V2).
The fact that 6v∈ 6( is denoted 6v6(, and let 6V 6(= 6V ∩ 6(. By axiom (V2) above, each
6V 6( is in4nite and we can 4x enumerations 6V 6(= { 6v16(; 6v26(; : : :} for every class 6(.
Moreover, let
Pp(6x)=P(6x)\ 6V and Ppa(6x)=Pa(6x)\ 6V
for the sets of proper parts and proper atomic parts of 6x, respectively. We write 6x ‖ 6y
if P(6x) ∩ P( 6y)= ∅.
Given an o.s. M it is easy to extend FM and [· · ·]M over the set of types of M in
a natural way:
Denition 24. We say that the types 6(1; : : : ; 6(n of M 5t and write FM ( 6(1; : : : ; 6(n) if for
some (hence for all) 6x1 ∈ 6(1; : : : ; for some (hence for all) 6xn ∈ 6(n such that ‖ { 6x1; : : : ; 6xn},
FM ( 6x1; : : : ; 6xn). In such a case we write [ 6(1 · · · 6(n]M =Type([ 6x1 · · · 6xn]).
Recall that the language Lo contains types (; ); : : : structured with respect to F and
[· · ·], constants a*i , i¿1, for each atomic type *, and variables v(i , i¿1 for each type
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(. Therefore in order for an object structure M to be an Lo-structure it is necessary
and suRcient that the following hold:
(i) There is an injection
Toa  * → 6*⊂ |M |
from the atomic types of Lo to equivalence classes of AtomM with respect to
TypeM . This entails also an injection
To  ( → 6(⊂ |M |
from the set of all types of Lo into classes of TypeM .
(ii) For every (1; : : : ; (n, F((1; : : : ; (n) holds inside the language i0 FM ( 6(1; : : : ; 6(n) holds
in M .
(iii) For each particular *, there is an 1–1 correspondence
* ai → 6ai ∈ 6*:
(iv) For each type ( there is an 1–1 correspondence
V (  v(i → 6v 6(i ∈ 6V 6(
from the variables of type ( to places of type 6(. Henceforth M denotes an Lo-
structure.
Lemma 25. Every Lo-structure M provides a unique interpretation xM of every con-
crete term x of Lo; such that
(i) aM = 6a; for every constant a; and vM = 6v for every variable v.
(ii) ([x1 · · · xn])M = [xM1 · · · xMn ]M .
(iii) Type(x)= ( i= Type(xM )= 6(.
In order to interpret also ideal terms we shall extend M to a directed graph M∗
which contains M as a subset of its nodes. The graph M∗ interprets the operations ,
6,  and |. For simplicity we denote the corresponding operations in M∗ by the same
symbols.
M∗ will be de4ned as M∗= ⋃n¿0 Mn, where Mn will be inductively de4ned below.
To each node 6t of Mn will be assigned a pointed 4nite subgraph G(6t ), with point the
node labelled by 6t. (A directed graph G is pointed if there is a unique node a such
that for any other node b of G there is a path leading from a to b.)
Let M0 = |M |. For every 6x∈M the pointed graph G(6x) of 6x is just the node · with
label 6x. We have already seen what 6x ‖ 6y means for 6x; 6y∈M0. M1 is de4ned as follows:
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For any objects 6x, 6y, 6z of M =M0 and for each place 6v, we introduce new nodes
labelled by  6v: 6x and 6 6y: 6z and add to M0 the following new edges:
 6v: 6x 6 6y: 6z






G(6x) G( 6z):
That is, we set
M1 =M0 ∪
(⋃{G( 6v: 6x): 6x∈M; 6v∈ 6V}) ∪ (⋃{G(6 6y: 6z): 6y; 6z ∈M}) :
Concerning parallely in M1, let
Pa( 6v: 6x)=Pa(6 6y: 6x)=Pa(6x)
for all 6x; 6y; 6v and let 6t ‖ 6s i0 Pa(6t ) ∩ Pa( 6s)= ∅.
Suppose Mn has been de4ned for n¿1, suppose also we have de4ned for each node
6t of Mn its graph G(6t ); and suppose we have de4ned for each 6t ∈Mn the set Pa(6t ) of
atoms of 6t. Then 6t ‖ 6s means that Pa(6t ) ∩ Pa( 6s)= ∅. Given two graphs G(6t ), G( 6s) of
Mn let the picture
G(6t )



G( 6s)
denote the graph produced by driving an arrow from every terminal node of G(6t ) to
the point 6s of G( 6s).
Then for every two nodes 6t and 6s of Mn such that 6t ‖ 6s, we introduce a new node
labelled by 6t 6s and edges forming the directed pointed graph
6t 6s



G(6t)



G( 6s )
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with point 6t 6s. This graph is just G(6t 6s), i.e. the graph assigned to the new node
6t 6s. Similarly for any m¿2 and any nodes 6t1; : : : ; 6tm ∈Mn, we introduce a new node
labelled by 6t1| 6t2| · · · | 6tm and edges forming the pointed graph
with point 6t1| · · · | 6tm. This graph is G( 6t1| · · · | 6tm). Note that nodes 6t1| · · · | 6tm are branching
while 6t 6s are co-linear with 6t, 6s. Let
Mn+1 =Mn ∪
(⋃{G(6t 6s): 6t; 6s∈Mn; 6t ‖ 6s}
) ∪ (⋃{G( 6t1| · · · | 6tm): 6ti; ∈Mn}
)
:
Also given the new nodes (6t 6s), 6t1| · · · | 6tm of Mn+1, we set
Pa(6t 6s)=Pa(6t) ∪ Pa( 6s); Pa( 6t1| · · · | 6tm)=Pa( 6t1) ∪ · · · ∪ Pa( 6tm):
Two nodes 6t; 6s∈Mn+1 are said to be parallel, notation 6t ‖ 6s, if Pa(6t)∩Pa( 6s)= ∅. This
4nishes the de4nition of the sequence of Mn. Then set
M∗= ⋃
n¿0
Mn:
By some abuse of language we identify each node 6t of M∗ with its graph G(6t ), so
we can refer to the graphs as elements of M∗. Then M∗ interprets the terms of Lo in
the following way.
Denition 26. For any term t, the M∗-interpretation tM∗ of t is de4ned inductively
as follows:
(a) tM
∗
=G(tM ) if t is concrete.
(b) (v:x)M
∗
=G( 6v:xM ).
(c) ( 6x :y)M
∗
=G( 6xM :yM ).
(d) (t s)M∗ =G(tM∗  sM∗).
(e) (t|s)M∗ =G(tM∗ |sM∗).
Given a pointed graph G by a path of G we shall mean a maximal path, i.e., one
starting from the point and going down to a terminal node. We let the letters 3, 4
range over paths. Paths are going to represent simple terms. A normal path is de4ned
like a normal simple term.
Denition 27. Let 3 be a path. 3 is said to be normal if it does not contain (a) nodes
 6v: 6x with 6v 6 6x, (b) nodes 6 6y: 6z with 6y 6 6z, and (c) notes labelled by active machines
( 6v: 6x 6 6y: 6z). 3 is -normal if in addition does not contain nodes (6t 6v).
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The path 4 is a normal form of 3 if it is normal and results from 3 by the obvious
normalization procedure, i.e., by (a) identifying nodes  6v: 6x and 6x if 6v 6 6x, (b) identi-
fying nodes 6 6y : 6z and 6z if 6y 6 6z, and (c) replacing the graph having as point an active
machine ( 6v: 6x 6 6y: 6z) by the graph having as point the term (6x[ 6y → 6v] 6z[ 6v → 6y]).
Similarly the -normal form of 3 is de4ned.
As with terms we easily see that normal forms of paths are unique. So we can de4ne
the following equivalences between paths:
• 3∼ 4, if 3 and 4 have common normal forms,
• 3≈ 4, if 3 and 4 have common -normal forms.
Obviously,
3∼ 4⇒ 3≈ 4
but not conversely. Given a graph G, let us write for simplicity 3∈G for the fact that
3 is a path of G. The equivalences ∼ and ≈ on paths induce equivalences ∼∗ and ≈∗
on the graphs of M∗, having the form of “bisimulations”, as follows:
Denition 28. For 6t; 6s∈M∗ let 6t∼∗ 6s i0:
[(∀3∈G(6t )) (∃4∈G(6s)) (3∼ 4)] & [(∀3∈G(6s)) (∃4∈G(6t))(3∼ 4)]:
Let also 6t≈∗ 6s i0:
[(∀3∈G(6t)) (∃4∈G(6s)) (3≈ 4)] & [(∀3∈G(6s)) (∃4∈G(6t))(3≈ 4)]:
Clearly
6t∼∗ 6s⇒ 6t≈∗ 6s;
but not conversely. The structures (M∗;∼∗) and (M∗;≈∗) are models of o and o,
respectively. To see this let us 4rst establish the following.
Lemma 29. (i) If t≡ s; then G(tM∗)∼∗ G(sM∗).
(ii) For every step X of the algorithm ABCD described in Theorem 2 (or a
clause X of De5nition 17), if the term s results from t by applying X to t; then
G(tM
∗
)∼∗ G(sM∗). Similarly if X is a step of ABCDE; then G(tM∗)≈∗ G(sM∗).
(iii) Therefore if t 
 s; then G(tM
∗
)∼∗G(sM∗) and if t 
 s; then G(tM∗)≈∗
G(sM
∗
).
(iv) Conversely; if G(tM
∗
)∼∗ G(sM∗); then t; s have same normal forms.
Proof. (i) It suRces to consider the syntactic equivalences t≡ s of Section 3 and check
that for all such t≡ s, the graphs of tM∗ and sM∗ are ∼∗-equivalent. For example it
is trivial to check that the graphs interpreting the terms t s and s t have essentially
the same paths (essentially means up to ∼-equivalence).
(ii) Let us consider the steps A,B,C,D,E. The claim is proved by simply com-
paring the graphs before and after each reduction step, from the point of view of
∼∗-equivalence. Step A (expansion) produces the transform of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.
It is clear that the two graphs have essentially the same paths, therefore they are
∼∗-equivalent.
Step B (contraction) produces the transform of Fig. 2.
The two graphs are again obviously ∼∗-equivalent.
Fig. 3 shows step C (distribution of  over |).
Again the paths are essentially the same.
Step D (normalization of simple terms) cannot be depicted by a 4gure, since the
transforms now take place inside the paths. But it obviously preserves ∼∗-equivalence
by the very de4nitions: A simple term t is reduced to the normal simple term s i0 the
path tM
∗
is reduced to the ∼-equivalent normal path sM∗ .
(iii) follows from (ii).
(iv) If t; s have distinct normal forms t1| · · · |tn and s1| · · · |sm, respectively, then,
clearly, as follows from the normalization procedure, at least one of the ti is distinct
from all sj or vice versa. Since tM
∗
i , s
M∗
j are just ∼-equivalent paths of tM
∗
and sM
∗
,
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respectively, this means that at least one path of the former is similar to no path of
the latter.
Theorem 30 (Soundness and completeness). Let M be an Lo-o.s. Then for any terms
t; s of Lo the following hold:
(i) o  t= s i= (M∗;∼∗) |= t= s (i.e.; tM∗ ∼∗ sM∗).
(ii) o t= s i= (M∗;≈∗) |= t= s (i.e.; tM∗ ≈∗ sM∗).
Proof. (i) Just note that as follows from Corollary 1 of the last subsection, o  t= s
i0 t; s have the same normal form r. Thus if t= s is provable and r is their common
normal form, then, by the previous lemma we have
G(tM
∗
)∼∗ G(sM∗)∼∗ G(rM∗):
The converse follows from (iv) of the previous lemma.
(ii) is similar.
Another pair of equivalences over M∗, broader and, perhaps, more natural than ∼∗
and ≈∗, are ∼∗1 and ≈∗1 de4ned as follows:
Denition 31. The resources of a path 3 is the set Pa(3) of all atoms contained in
objects occurring in 3. The proper resources of 3 is the set Ppa(3) of all proper atoms
contained in objects occurring in 3. (Recall that Ppa( 6x)=Pa( 6x)\ 6V .) For two paths 3, 4
let
3∼1 4 i0 Pa(3)=Pa(4)
and
3≈1 4 i0 Ppa(3)=Ppa(4):
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For 6t; 6s∈M∗ let 6t∼∗1 6s i0:
[(∀3∈G(6t)) (∃4∈G(6s)) (3∼1 4)] & [(∀3∈G(6s)) (∃4∈G(6t))(3∼1 4)]
and let 6t≈∗1 6s i0:
[(∀3∈G(6t)) (∃4∈G(6s)) (3≈1 4)] & [(∀3∈G(6s)) (∃4∈G(6t)) (3≈1 4)]:
Then, obviously
∼⊆∼1; ≈⊆≈1; ∼∗ ⊆∼∗1 ; ≈∗ ⊆≈∗1 : (6)
These relations are reasonable if we see each path of a graph as a “situation” of
coexistent entities. Two such situations are “equivalent” if they are formed of the same
primitive resources (i.e., atoms, proper or non-proper). The equivalence ∼1 ignores the
order in which the operation  acts on simple objects, and the operators  and 6. For
example
( 6v: 6x 6y) ( 6 6p: 6z)∼1 ( 6x 6y) 6z∼1 6x ( 6y 6z):
Thus 6t∼∗1 6s means that the graphs G(6t) and G(6s) contain the same alternative situations.
It follows from the relations (6) and Theorem 30 that (M∗;∼∗1 ) still interprets the
axioms of o, however completeness now fails. That is we have the following:
Theorem 32. Let M be an Lo-o.s. Then for any terms t; s of Lo the following hold:
(i) If o  t= s then (M∗;∼∗1 ) |= t= s (i.e.; tM
∗ ∼∗1 sM
∗
):
(ii) If o t= s then (M∗;≈∗1 ) |= t= s (i.e.; tM
∗ ≈∗1 sM
∗
):
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